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ABSTRACT Linked beneficial and deleterious mutations are known to decrease the fixation probability of a favorable mutation in large
asexual populations. While the hindering effect of strongly deleterious mutations on adaptive evolution has been well studied, how
weakly deleterious mutations, either in isolation or with superior beneficial mutations, influence the rate of adaptation has not been
fully explored. When the selection against the deleterious mutations is weak, the beneficial mutant can fix in many genetic
backgrounds, besides the one it arose on. Here, taking this factor into account, I obtain an accurate analytical expression for the
fixation probability of a beneficial mutant in an asexual population at mutation-selection balance. I then exploit this result along with
clonal interference theory to investigate the joint effect of linked beneficial and deleterious mutations on the rate of adaptation, and
identify parameter regions where it is reduced due to interference by either beneficial or deleterious or both types of mutations. I also
study the evolution of mutation rates in adapting asexual populations, and find that linked beneficial mutations have a stronger
influence than the deleterious mutations on mutator fixation.
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ADAPTATION is driven by beneficial mutations. In a large
and fully recombining population, the chance that a

beneficial mutation fixes is two times its selective effect
(Haldane 1927). But in an asexual population, this fixation
probability is reduced either when the beneficial mutant
arises on a genetic background with many deleterious muta-
tions (background selection; Charlesworth 1994) and ac-
quires further deleterious mutations during evolution
(lineage contamination; Pénisson et al. 2017), because com-
peting favorable mutations are present (clonal interference;
Gerrish and Lenski 1998), or, in general, due to all of these
reasons.

The rate of adaptation in large asexual populations has
been the subject of a number of investigations, and recent
experimental (Lang et al. 2013; Wiser et al. 2013; Barroso-
Batista et al. 2014; Levy et al. 2015) and theoretical (Gerrish
and Lenski 1998; Orr 2000; Wilke 2004; Desai and Fisher

2007; Park and Krug 2007) studies have focused on under-
standing the effect of competition between linked benefi-
cial mutations on adaptation dynamics (Park et al. 2010;
Sniegowski and Gerrish 2010), but these works neglect the
influence of linked deleterious mutations. This is justified
when mutation rates are small or selection against delete-
rious mutations is strong so that the beneficial mutation
arises on the deleterious mutation-free genetic background
(Charlesworth 2012).

However, mutation rates can rise by several orders of
magnitude, at least, in adapting populations in laboratory
conditions (Raynes and Sniegowski 2014), and deleterious
effects can be small or moderately sized (Eyre-Walker and
Keightley 2007). In these scenarios, linked deleterious muta-
tions can substantially decrease the fixation probability of a
beneficial mutation (Peck 1994; Stephan et al. 1999; Johnson
and Barton 2002), and it has been shown that the fixation
probability of a beneficial mutant vanishes beyond a critical
mutation rate when deleterious effects are weak (Pénisson
et al. 2017). In addition, superior beneficial mutations may
also interfere with the spread of a beneficial mutation in
sufficiently large populations (Park et al. 2010; Sniegowski
and Gerrish 2010). Interference by deleterious and beneficial
mutations negatively impacts the adaptation rate as has been
seen, mainly numerically, in several studies (Bachtrog and
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Gordo 2004; Campos 2004; Campos and Wahl 2010; Jiang
et al. 2011; Good and Desai 2014; Pénisson et al. 2017).
However, to the best of my knowledge, accurate analytical
expressions for the fixation probability and the rate of adap-
tation have not been obtained when deleterious effects are
weak.

The above considerations may also have a bearing on the
evolution of mutation rates. In a recent work, Raynes et al.
(2018) have shown experimentally that asexual mutators are
favored in populations larger than a critical population size,
and argue that this critical value is inversely proportional to
the fixation probability of a beneficial mutation. Their theo-
retical analysis, however, neglects any linkage effects. But as
linkedmutations decrease the fixation probability, it is impor-
tant to ask how large the population size should be for the
mutators to survive in general settings.

To address these questions, I consider a general model in
which the beneficial mutant may either have the same muta-
tion rate as that of the population inwhich it arises or itmaybe
a mutator, and find an analytical expression for the fixation
probability when deleterious effects are weak. I then use this
result along with clonal interference theory (Gerrish and Len-
ski 1998) to understand the joint effect of linked deleterious
and beneficial mutations on the rate of adaptation. I identify
regions in the space of population size and mutation rates
where either beneficial or deleterious or both kinds of muta-
tions interfere; these results are summarized in Figure 6. I
also investigate the relationship between population size and
mutation rates in adapting populations, and find that clonal
interference strongly affects the critical population size above
which mutators are favored (see Figure 8).

Models and Methods

I consider a haploid asexual population of finite size N. In
every generation, an individual acquires deleterious muta-
tions that are Poisson-distributed with mean ud, and each
such mutation decreases its fitness by a factor 12 sd. I work
with large populations of size N � s21

d eud=sd in which the
Muller’s ratchet (Muller 1964; Jain 2008) operates slowly,
and the population stays close to the deterministic muta-
tion-selection equilibrium before the .first click of the
ratchet.

In this resident population at mutation-selection balance,
beneficial mutations that are also Poisson-distributed arise at
rate ub. If u ¼ ud þ ub is the total mutation rate of the pop-
ulation, and a fraction pb of all mutations are beneficial, it
follows that ub ¼ pbu;   ud ¼ ð12 pbÞu, and for pb � 1, one
may write ub � pbud. Each beneficial mutation increases the
fitness of the individual by a factor 1þ sb. Beneficial mutants
also acquire deleterious mutations at rate ud that decreases
their fitness by 12 sd per deleterious mutation. The deleteri-
ous effects are assumed to have a fixed size sd, but the ben-
eficial fitnesses are chosen from a truncated exponential
distribution with mean �sb (Eyre-Walker and Keightley
2007). Motivated by a recent work (Raynes et al. 2018), I

also consider the situation in which the invading mutant is a
mutator with deleterious mutation rate Ud . ud and benefi-
cial mutation rate Ub ¼ ubðUd=udÞ; the fitness of a mutator
individual is assumed to be the same as described above for
nonmutators.

In this article, I ammainly interested in understandinghow
weakly deleterious mutations (as defined in the next section)
affect the fixation of beneficial mutations. When the benefi-
cial mutant is under direct selection ðUd ¼ ud;   Ub ¼ ubÞ, I
analyze how linked beneficial and deleterious mutations
impact the rate of adaptation in asexuals. I also study how
interference by linked mutations affect the evolution of
mutation rates in adapting asexual populations. Using a
multitype branching process (Harris 1963; Patwa and
Wahl 2008) and some ideas developed in Jain and James
(2017), I first obtain an analytical expression for the fixa-
tion probability of a beneficial mutant of fixed effect size in
the general model described above. I then use this result
and clonal interference theory (Gerrish and Lenski 1998)
to study the combined influence of deleterious and benefi-
cial mutations on quantities of interest. Since I work in the
parameter region where the deleterious effects are small,
large population sizes are required to ensure that Muller’s
ratchet clicks slowly. This limits the range of parameters
that can be investigated numerically, but some results from
individual-based simulations of the above model are re-
ported in Supplemental Material, File S1 for N � 105, and
found to agree reasonably well with the theory developed
in the main text.

Results

Fixation probability of a beneficial mutant

I now proceed to calculate the fixation probability of a single
beneficial mutant in a large resident population using the
standard multitype branching process. As detailed in Appen-
dix A, the fixation probability pi of a mutant arising in a
stationary genetic background with i deleterious mutations
obeys the following recursion equation,

12 pi ¼ exp

2
42ð1þ sbÞð12sdÞieud

Xl2i

j¼0

e2UdUj
d

j!
piþj

3
5; 0# i# l:

(1)

In the above equation, the non-negative integer l is the max-
imum number of deleterious mutations that the beneficial
mutant can carry in order to have a nonzero fixation proba-
bility, and is given by

l ¼
"
lnð1þ sbÞ2 ðUd 2 udÞ

2lnð12 sdÞ

#
   ;   1þ sb . eUd2ud  ; (2)

where bxc denotes the maximum integer less than or equal to
x. For Ud ¼ ud, (1) and (2), respectively, reduce to (12) and
(10) of Johnson and Barton (2002). The total fixation
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probability is obtained by averaging over all the genetic
backgrounds,

P ¼
Xl
i¼0

  pi fi  ; (3)

where the probability fi that the beneficial mutation arises in
a genetic sequence with i deleterious mutations is given by
(Kimura and Maruyama 1966; Haigh 1978)

fi ¼ e2mm
i

i!
(4)

and the average number of deleterious mutations m ¼ ud=sd.
Using the boundary condition plþ1 ¼ 0, one can solve (1) for
the fixation probability numerically (Johnson and Barton
2002).

However, it is possible to make analytical progress if one
exploits the fact that, besides the fixation probability pi, all the
mutation rates and selection coefficients are also smaller than
one (Jain and James 2017). On expanding (1) in a power
series about these small quantities, and retaining terms to
quadratic orders (see Appendix A for details), I obtain the
following equation for the fixation probability,

p2i
2

� Udpiþ1 þ ðsb2 isd þ ud 2UdÞpi  ;     0# i# l  ;   (5)

where

l �  

�
sb2Ud þ ud

sd

�
 ;   sb .Ud 2 ud  : (6)

Note that the approximations employed here to arrive at (5)
are similar to those used to obtain Haldane’s classical result
(Haldane 1927) for fixation in a single genetic background.

Figure 1 shows the fixation probability pi in the genetic
background with i deleterious mutations for large l and m,
and I find that the quadratic approximation (5) somewhat
overestimates the exact fixation probability (1). However, as
(5) enables one to make analytical progress, I will employ
the quadratic approximation for the rest of the article. Fur-
thermore, for a given l, the definition (6) means that
l# ðsb 2Ud þ udÞ=sd , lþ 1. But, for weakly deleterious
effects that correspond to large l, one may write
l � ðsb 2Ud þ udÞ=sd, and the recursion relation (5) as

p2i
2

¼ Udpiþ1 þ sdðl2 iÞpi  :  (7)

Transition in the fixation probability—a heuristic argument:
For weakly deleterious effects, although the beneficial mu-
tant can survive in l � 1 genetic backgrounds, as the
background frequency fi is Poisson-distributed with mean
and variance equal to m [see (4)], the beneficial mutant is
likely to arrive in those individuals that carry deleterious
mutations lying between m2

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2m

p
and mþ ffiffiffiffiffiffi

2m
p

. Then, if

l � m2
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2m

p
, the beneficial mutant arrives in those genetic

backgrounds in which it can not survive, and hence its fixa-
tion probability is zero. On the other hand, if l � mþ ffiffiffiffiffiffi

2m
p

,
the arrival of beneficial mutant occurs in those genetic back-
grounds where it has a substantial chance of spreading, and
the fixation probability is therefore expected to be nonzero.
This simple arrival-survival argument suggests a nontrivial
transition in the behavior of total fixation probability P: it is
nonzero when the mutation rate Ud � sb 2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2udsd

p
and zero

for Ud � sb þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2udsd

p
. Such a transition has been observed

numerically in a previous work (Johnson and Barton 2002)
and shown rigorously recently (Pénisson et al. 2017); how-
ever, none of these studies provide explicit expressions for the
fixation probability.

Analytical expression for fixation probability: Equation 7
is analyzed for Ud=sb/0 in Appendix B using a perturbation
theory [also, see Good and Desai (2014)], and below I focus
on the finite Ud=sb regime. In Appendix C, I show that, for
large l and m, the fixation probability

pi � 2sdðl2 iÞ þ 2Ud

�
sd
Ud

�2iþ12l

 : (8)

The above equation has a simple interpretation: the first term
on the right-hand side (RHS), which decreases linearly with
increasing number of deleterious mutations, is obtained on
assuming that the beneficial mutant can accumulate new
deleterious mutations but does not fix on any background
other than theone it aroseon(seeAppendixD), and is clearlya
lower bound on the probability pi (Peck 1994; Johnson and
Barton 2002; Bachtrog and Gordo 2004; Campos and Wahl
2010). The second term on the RHS of (8) that accounts for
fixation on other genetic backgrounds is of a double-expo-
nential form (i.e., e2e2x

) and approaches a constant 2Ud for
i � l, but decreases quickly to 2sd for i � l. Therefore, for

Figure 1 Fixation probability pi of a beneficial mutation when it arises in
a genetic background with i deleterious mutations. The points are
obtained by numerically iterating the exact relation (1) (squares) and the
quadratic-approximation (5) (circles). The analytical expression (8) (solid
line), and the upper and lower bounds (dashed lines) given by (D.1) are also
shown. The parameters are sd ¼ 1023;ud ¼ 8sd ; Ud ¼ 4ud ; sb ¼ 0:04.
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i � l, the fixation probability pi � 2ðsb þ ud 2 isdÞ; which is
an upper bound as it is obtained on assuming that the bene-
ficial mutant does not suffer any deleterious mutations (refer
Appendix D). Figure 1 shows that the upper bound is a good
approximation in genetic backgrounds with few deleterious
mutations, whereas the lower bound works fairly well in
backgrounds with many deleterious mutations. In contrast,
as Figure 1 attests, the result (8) that interpolates between
these two bounds agrees well with the numerical solution of
(5) for all genetic backgrounds.

As described inAppendix C, for largel andm, (8) yields the
total fixation probability to be

P � sb½1þ erfðrÞ� þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2udsd
p

r
e2r2 þ Ud½erfð~rÞ2 erfðrÞ� ;  

(9)

where,

r ¼ sb 2Udffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2udsd

p  ; (10)

~r ¼ r2
1ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2m

p
�

1
ln  2

ln
�
ln  ðUd=sdÞ
ln 

ffiffiffi
2

p
��

 ; (11)

and erfðrÞ ¼ ð2= ffiffiffiffi
p

p Þ R r0 dx  e2x2 is the error function. Figure 2
shows a comparison between the total fixation probability
obtained using the quadratic approximation (5) and the an-
alytical expression (9), and indicates that (9) overestimates
the former for small Ud=sb; and underestimates it for larger
values. However, the difference is quite small, and, as dis-
cussed in Appendix C and shown in the inset of Figure 2, it
decreases as the deleterious effect gets weaker. Figure 2 also
shows that the upper bound on the total fixation probability
given by (D.2) grossly overestimates the total fixation prob-
ability (9) for high mutation rate. As discussed earlier, the
upper bound captures the effect of the deleterious mutations
that the beneficial mutant inherits from the genetic back-
ground on which it arose (Charlesworth 1994), but ignores
the effect of lineage contamination during evolution
(Pénisson et al. 2017). The latter effect is taken care of by
the last term on the RHS of (9), which is negative since the
error function is an increasing function.

Equation 9 shows that in the limit sd/0, as
erfðr/6NÞ/61, the total fixation probability equals 2sb
for all Ud # sb and zero for Ud . sb;which means that, for very
weak selection against deleterious mutations, a beneficial
mutant does not spread if its mutation rate exceeds its ben-
eficial effect, but has the same chance of fixation as in a fully
recombining population for any mutation rate below its ben-
eficial fitness effect. For finite but small sd, the total fixation
probability does not change sharply but decreases gradually
from 2sb to zero when mutation rate Ud lies between
sb 2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2udsd

p
and sb þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2udsd

p
, as argued at the beginning of

this section. Thus, as supported by Figure 2, for weakly
deleterious effects, the total fixation probability is well

approximated by 2sb (Haldane 1927) so long as the mutation
rate is sufficiently small. But with increasing mutation rate,
the fixation probability decreases and eventually vanishes.

Interference effects in large asexual populations

In this section, I set Ud ¼ ud to make contact with previous
work, and discuss how weakly deleterious effects impact the
rate of adaptation.

Fixation Probability: Equation 9 shows that for Ud ¼ ud, the
probability P=ð2sbÞ is a function of the scaled parameters
l ¼ sb=sd and m ¼ ud=sd (Johnson and Barton 2002), and
decreases from one to zero with increasing ud. Although
one expects the fixation probability to decrease with decreas-
ing sd, the data in Figure 3 paints a more complex picture:
when ud . sb, the fixation probability decreases continuously
from 2sbe2ud=sd [see (20)] to zero with decreasing deleterious
effect; this is because the beneficial mutant is likely to accu-
mulate more deleterious mutations as the selection against
deleteriousmutation gets weaker. But, for ud , sb, the fixation
probability P is a U-shaped function: it is close to 2sb for
sd � sb (Haldane 1927), but, as a consequence of the transi-
tion discussed in the last section, it is given by 2sb for sd � sb
also. For the parameters in Figure 3, the minimum in total
fixation probability occurs at l21 ¼ sd=sb � 0:3. But as the
result (9) is valid for large l;m (refer Appendix C), I am un-
able to provide an analytical estimate for the deleterious ef-
fect that minimizes the fixation probability. For the same
reason, the results in Figure 3 for the total fixation probability
obtained by numerically iterating (5) and the analytical ex-
pression (9) do not agree well when l and m are small.

Theabovediscussion thus indicates thatwhen the selection
against deleterious mutations is weak, the loss of beneficial
mutation can be mitigated if the mutation rate is small
enough. To put it another way, large enough beneficial effect
can overcome the deleterious effect of mutations; indeed, as

Figure 2 Variation of total fixation probability P with the deleterious
mutation rate Ud of the mutator allele. The data shown in circles is
obtained by numerically iterating (5) while the dashed and solid lines,
respectively, show the analytical expression (9) and the upper bound
(D.2). The parameters are ud ¼ 831023; sb ¼ 0:04 and sd ¼ 1023

(main), 1024 (inset).
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the inset in Figure 3 shows, with increasing beneficial effect,
the total fixation probability rises from zero toward 2sb when
sb exceeds ud. As discussed below, this transition in the fixa-
tion probability plays an important role in understanding the
adaptation dynamics.

Substitution rate: In a large population of size N, if the
beneficial mutations are produced at rate ub per individual,
and the beneficial fitnesses are distributed according to the
probability distribution rðsbÞ, the expected substitution rate
of beneficial mutations is given by

E½kb� ¼ Nub

Z Sb

0
dsbrðsbÞPðsbÞe2IðsbÞ  : (12)

In the above equation, the effect of interfering benefi-
cial mutations is captured by the factor e2IðsbÞ, where
IðsbÞ ¼ NublnðNsbÞs21

b

R Sb
sb

ds9rðs9ÞPðs9Þ is the average number
of contending mutations with beneficial effect greater than sb
that escape stochastic loss (Gerrish and Lenski 1998;
Pénisson et al. 2017), and the distribution rðsbÞ is a truncated
exponential distribution with mean �sb and upper bound
Sb � 1. The latter condition is required because my results
for fixation probability are derived by assuming that the

selection coefficients are smaller than unity; however, it is a
good approximation to replace the upper limit by infinity if
�sb � Sb (see below).

Figure 4 shows the substitution rate that is obtained nu-
merically using (9) and (12) for two values of sd (and fixedm)
as a function of mean selective effect. But to get an insight
into the behavior of E½kb�, I consider below the sd/0 limit.
Although the assumption that a finite population is at muta-
tion-selection balance breaks down when the deleterious ef-
fects are infinitesimally small (see Discussion), this limit is
instructive and is a good approximation to the results for
finite sd; as Figure 4 shows.

The discussion in the previous section and the inset of
Figure 3 suggest that, for sd/0, one may approximate the
total fixation probability by a step function at sb ¼ ud so that
P ¼ 2sb for sb . ud; and zero otherwise (Johnson and Barton
2002; Pénisson et al. 2017). This results in

E½kb�
E0½kb�

¼
Z N

ud=�sb
dx   xe2xe22NublnðN�sbxÞð1þx21Þe2x

 ; (13)

where E0½kb� ¼ Nub
Z N

0
dsbrðsbÞ2sb ¼ 2Nub�sb is the expected

substitution rate in the absence of any linked mutations.
The integral in (13) can be numerically evaluated (see Figure

Figure 4 Substitution rate E½kb� as a function of mean beneficial effect �sb
for ud ¼ 531023 and ub ¼ 10212. The solid and dashed lines show the
substitution rate (13) for sd/0, while the points show the results
obtained using (9) and (12) for sd ¼ 1023 (circles) and 531024 (squares).
For N ¼ 1011, clonal interference occurs for �sb=ud .0:73, while it re-
mains absent for all �sb for N ¼ 108.

Figure 3 Main: Variation of total fixation probability P with deleterious
effect sd for Ud ¼ ud ¼ 0:9sb (circles) and 1:1sb (triangles), and
sb ¼ 0:005. Inset: Total fixation probability as a function of beneficial
effect sb for Ud ¼ ud ¼ 0:01. In both figures, the numerical solution of
(5) is shown by points, and the analytical result (9) by lines.

E½kb�
E0½kb�

�

�
1þ ud

�sb

�
e2ud=�sb ; ~Ae2ud=�sb � 1 ð14aÞ

1
~A

�
ln ~A2

ud
�sb
e2~Ae2ud=�sb

�
; ~Ae2ud=�sb � 1;�sb � ud ð14bÞ

ln  ~A
~A

; ~Ae2ud=�sb � 1;�sb � ud ð14cÞ

8>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>:
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4), but on approximating it by
Z N

ud=�sb
dx   xe2xe2~Ae2x

(Wilke

2004), one arrives atwhere ~A ¼ 2NublnðN�sbÞ. The condition
~Ae2ud=�sb ¼ 1 separates the regions where interference by
linked beneficial mutations can be ignored and where it mat-
ters, and ud=�sb ¼ 1 gives the corresponding condition for del-
eterious mutations.

Equation 14a captures the effect of interference by delete-
rious mutations alone and shows that, for �sb � ud, the substi-
tution rate E½kb� decreases exponentially with increasing
mutation rate, but for�sb � ud, there is no interference by either
mutations as E½kb� � E0½kb�. This behavior is, of course, a con-
sequence of the transition in the fixation probability, which
vanishes for sb , ud and equals 2sb for sb . ud. Equation 14c
is the substitution rate when only beneficial mutations inter-
fere, and matches the known results in the clonal interference
regime when deleterious effects are strong (Wilke 2004). The
result (14b) holds when both kind of linked mutations inter-
fere, and is obviously smaller than (14a) and (14c).

The above discussion shows that, in Figure 4, clonal in-
terference can be ignored for the population size N ¼ 108

since ~Ae2ud=�sb , 1 for any �sb . 0: In this case, in accordance
with (14a), the substitution rate increases with �sb and ap-
proaches E0½kb�. For the larger population of size N ¼ 1011,
clonal interference operates when the mean beneficial effect
exceeds �s*b � 0:73ud. Then, for �sb � �s*b, only linked deleteri-
ous mutations matter, resulting in substitution rates that co-
incide for both values of N. But for �s*b � �sb � ud, both
deleterious and beneficial mutations affect the substitution
rate and therefore it is smaller than the corresponding result
for N ¼ 108. Finally for �sb � ud, only clonal interference is in
effect and decreases the substitution rate from E0½kb�.

Figure 5 shows the substitution rate for two population
sizes as a function of mutation rate ud for a fixed fraction
pb ¼ ub=ud of beneficial mutations, and I find that it is a non-
monotonic function. For the population size N ¼ 109; for
which clonal interference can be ignored, E½kb� initially in-
creases linearly with ud due to the increased production
of beneficial mutations, and then decreases exponentially
due to interference by deleterious mutations. For larger
populations that satisfy 2pbN�sblnðN�sbÞ. e, the condition
2NpblnðN�sbÞu*de2u*d=�sb ¼ 1 yields two solutions:

u*d;1
�sb

¼ 2W0

�
21

2pbN�sblnðN�sbÞ
�

(15)

and

u*d;2
�sb

¼ 2W21

�
21

2pbN�sblnðN�sbÞ
�
; (16)

where W0ðxÞ and W21ðxÞ are the upper and lower branch of
the Lambert W function, respectively (Corless et al. 1996).
This has the interesting consequence that a large population
experiences clonal interference for a range of mutation
rates given by u*d;1 , ud , u*d;2, but for ud , u*d;1 and ud . u*d;2,

beneficial mutations fix sequentially. The data in Figure 5 for
N ¼ 63 1012 supports these conclusions as E½kb� is seen to be
smaller than the corresponding result for N ¼ 109 for
0:02�sb � ud � 4�sb, and is independent of N otherwise.

In the first case ðud , u*d;1Þ, clonal interference does not
click due to the low production rate of beneficial mutations.
But the origin of u*d;2 can be traced to the behavior of the
fixation probability discussed in the preceding sections: when
deleterious effects are extremely weak, only beneficial effects
. ud can fix and, therefore, with increasing mutation rate,
larger beneficial effects are required for adaptation to pro-
ceed. But the distribution of beneficial fitness effects is, in
general, a decreasing function (Eyre-Walker and Keightley
2007) so that such large effects are rare. As a result, the large
population again enters the sequential fixation regime where
clonal interference is absent. This reentrant effect was dem-
onstrated recently by Pénisson et al. (2017) when the dele-
terious and beneficial fitness effects are nearly equal;
however, the difference between the lower ðud ,u*d;1Þ and
upper ðud . u*d;2Þ sequential fixation regimes was not eluci-
dated. The above discussion and (14a)–(14c) show that mu-
tations do not interfere in the lower regime, while only
deleterious mutations hamper adaptation in the upper regime.

The boundaries separating the regions where one or both
types of mutations interfere are displayed in Figure 6 for in-
finitesimally small deleterious effects as well as for finite sd,
and again show that sd/0 is a quite good approximation.
The boundaries for finite sd are obtained by using the fact that
clonal interference occurs when the average number of in-
terfering mutations I with average selection coefficient E½sb�
(see (17) below) is above one (Pénisson et al. 2017). Note
that these boundaries are independent of the mean beneficial
effect in the space of scaled variables.

Adaptation rate: I now address at what rate an asexual
population adapts under the combined effect of interfering

Figure 5 Substitution rate E½kb� as a function of deleterious mutation
rate ud for N ¼ 109 (solid) and 631012 (dashed). The dot-dashed curve
and dotted curve, respectively, show the substitution rate when there is
no interference and when only clonal interference occurs. The other
parameters are �sb ¼ 1022;pb ¼ 10212 for sd ¼ 1023 (circles) and
531024 (squares). For N ¼ 63 1012, (15) and (16) predict that clonal
interference occurs for 0:63, ud=�sb ,1:49.
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deleterious and beneficialmutations. The rate of adaptation is
given by R ¼ E½kb�lnð1þ E½sb�Þ, where

E½sb� ¼
R Sb
0 ds  sPðsÞe2IðsÞrðsÞR Sb
0 ds  PðsÞe2IðsÞrðsÞ

(17)

is the average selection coefficient offixedbeneficialmutation
and is smaller than one so that R � E½kb�E½sb�.

For sd/0, proceeding in a manner similar to that for the
substitution rate, I find the scaled rate of adaptation to be

R
R0

¼ 1
2

Z N

ud=�sb
dx x2e2xe22NublnðN�sbxÞð1þx21Þe2x

 ; (18)

that may be approximated as (Wilke 2004)

where R0 ¼ 4Nub�s2b is the adaptation rate in the absence of
any interference. As discussed for the substitution rate, the
behavior of the adaptation rate may also be classified into
four distinct regimes. Figure 7 shows the rate of adaptation

as a function of population size for various mean beneficial
effects, and I find that R increases linearly with population
size for N,N*; and, due to clonal interference, it grows
slower than N for N.N*; where N* is the solution of
~Ae2ud=�sb ¼ 1. For �sb � ud, the adaptation rate is given by
the corresponding result for lethal mutations where the effect
of linked deleterious mutations can be neglected (Wilke
2004), but the interference by weakly deleterious mutations
for �sb � ud decreases the adaptation rate further.

Optimum mutation rate: Like substitution rate, the rate of
adaptation is also a nonmonotonic function of mutation rate,
and is maximum at a mutation rate uðoptÞd . The initial increase
can be attributed to the increased production of beneficial
mutations and the decay to the deleterious mutational load.
For small populations N � N*, from (19a), I find that the
(scaled) optimum mutation rate is a solution of the equation
2þ 2x þ x2 2 x3 ¼ 0; which gives uðoptÞd � 2:27�sb. The ratio
uðoptÞd =�sb is greater than one because the adaptation rate in-
creases linearly but the decrease is somewhat slower than an
exponential [due to the factor in the bracket on the RHS of
(19a)]. For large populations N � N*, the optimummutation
rate increases, albeit mildly, with N; these results are shown in
the inset of Figure 8.

Fixation of mutators in adapting asexual populations

I now study the fixation of mutators when deleterious muta-
tions are lethal, and when they are extremely weak. In an
adapting asexual population, a mutator allele can spread
because it is more likely to be associated with beneficial
mutations than the wild type (Sniegowski et al. 1997;
Taddei et al. 1997). Since the mutator produces a beneficial
mutant with probability� Ub=Ud ¼ ub=ud; and this beneficial
mutant fixes with probability P, the mutator can hitchhike to
fixation if the probability ubP=ud exceeds the neutral fixation
probability 1=N; this argument gives the critical population
size Nc; above which the mutator can fix to be ðubP=udÞ21

(Raynes et al. 2018).

Strongly deleterious mutations: When the effect of delete-
rious mutations is large enough, the beneficial mutant can fix
in only a few genetic backgrounds. In particular, only the
deleterious mutation-free background matters ðl ¼ 0Þ when

Figure 6 Regions in the space of scaled population size N�sb and scaled
deleterious mutation rate ud=�sb; where linked mutations interfere when
deleterious effects are weak. The dashed and dotted lines, respectively,
show (15) and (16) with beneficial mutation rate ub ¼ 10212ud ; and the
solid horizontal line separates the regimes where interference by delete-
rious mutations can be neglected and where it is effective. The bound-
aries separating these evolutionary regimes for sd=�sb/0;1022;1021 are
depicted, respectively, by circles, squares and triangles. The points where
ud=sd , 1 are not shown as the analytical expression (9) does not hold for
such parameters.

R
R0

�

 
1þ ud

�sb
þ u2d
2�s2b

!
e2ud=�sb ; ~Ae2ud=�sb � 1

ðln~AÞ2
2~A

2

�
ud
�sb

�2e2~Ae2ud=�sb

2~A
; ~Ae2ud=�sb � 1;�sb � ud

ðln~AÞ2
2~A

; ~Ae2ud=�sb � 1;�sb � ud

8>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>:

               

ð19aÞ

ð19bÞ

ð19cÞ
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sd . sb 2Ud þ ud . 0. Then, using (5), I immediately obtain
pi ¼ 2ðsb 2Ud þ udÞdi;0, and

P ¼
Xl
i¼0

fipi ¼ 2sb

�
12

Ud2 ud
sb

�
e2ud=sd (20)

on using (4). When Ud ¼ ud, the above equation reduces to
the well known result for the fixation probability of a mutant
under direct selection (Charlesworth 1994; Peck 1994).
Equation 20 shows that as mutator strength s ¼ Ud=ud (for
a given ud) increases, its chance of fixation decreases, since
the mutant accumulates more deleterious mutations. With
increasing ud, both the resident and the mutant carry larger
number of deleterious mutations, and, therefore, the fixation
probability again decreases. However, increasing the fitness
advantage sb of the mutant enhances its chance of fixation;
similarly, increasing the fitness cost sd of deleteriousmutation
means that the resident population and the mutant carry
fewer deleterious mutations, and increases the fixation prob-
ability. Thus, as intuitively expected, the fixation probability
increases with the selection coefficients sb and sd, but de-
creases with increasing mutation rates Ud and ud.

Using (20) in the above argument for critical population
size, I find that mutators with mutation rate Ud . ud þ sb
cannot fix in a finite population, and

Nc ¼ ud
ub

eud=sd

2ðsb þ ud 2UdÞ
;   Ud, ud þ sb ; (21)

which shows that larger populations are required for
the fixation of stronger mutators. Neglecting the re-
duction in fixation probability for large mutation rates,
Raynes et al. (2018) predicted the critical population size
Nc ¼ ðud=ubÞð2sbÞ21; which is independent of a mutator’s
mutation rate. For the parameters in panel B, Figure S2 of

Raynes et al. (2018), expression (21) predicts the critical
population size to be 555 and 999 for mutators of strength
100 and 500, respectively, in agreement with their simulation
results. For Ud ¼ 1000ud, the condition Ud , ud þ sb is barely
satisfied, but, for mutator of strength 950, I obtainNc � 9800
from (21), in close agreement with their simulations.

For exponentially distributed beneficial fitness effects,
generalizing clonal interference theory to mutators using
(20), I find that the critical population size is determined
by the following equation,

ud
ub

N21
c ¼

Z N

Ud2ud

dsbrðsbÞPðsbÞe
2NcUblnðNcsbÞs21

b

R N

sb
ds9rðs9ÞPðs9Þ

(22)

¼ 2�sbe
2m

Z N

y
dx   e2xðx2 yÞe22NcUblnðNc�sbxÞe2m2xð1þ12y

x Þ;
(23)

where y ¼ ðUd 2 udÞ=�sb. Figure 8 shows the numerical solu-
tion of (23) for Nc, and I find that, for strong mutators, clonal
interference has a strong effect as it increases the critical
population size substantially from the case where competi-
tion between beneficial mutations is neglected.

Weakly deleterious mutations: For sd/0, as a result of the
transition in the fixation probability, a population of size
larger than ðud=ubÞð2sbÞ21 is required for the fixation of a
mutator with mutation rate Ud , sb. Comparing this result
with (21) for lethal mutations, I find that somewhat larger
populations are required for the spread of mutators when
selection against deleterious mutations is strong.

The effect of clonal interference can also be included for
weakly deleterious mutations, and I obtain

Figure 8 Main: Critical population size Nc above which mutators are
favored when clonal interference is taken into account (filled symbols)
and on neglecting it (open symbols). The data for strongly deleterious
mutations (circles, sd ¼ 0:1) and weakly deleterious mutations (triangles,
sd/0) are obtained by numerically solving (23) and (24), respectively. The
parameters are ud ¼ 1024;ub ¼ 1026;�sb ¼ 0:01. Inset: Scaled mutation
rate at which the rate of adaptation (18) for sd/0 is maximum for
�sb ¼ 0:01 for the fraction of beneficial mutations pb ¼ 10210 (diamonds)
and 10212 (square).

Figure 7 Adaptation rate R as a function of population size N
for ud ¼ 531023;ub ¼ 10212 and sd ¼ 531024 (points) for various
�sb. The lines show the result obtained using (18) for sd/0. The
population size above which clonal interference operates is
found to be 3:2  3   1010;6:9  3   1010;1:1  3   1011 for �sb=ud ¼ 4;   1;   0:7,
respectively.
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ud
ub

N21
c ¼ 2�sb

Z N

Ud=�sb
dx xe2xe22NcUblnðNc�sbxÞe2xð1þx21Þ : (24)

A comparison of the results for Nc found using (23) for
strongly deleterious effects and the above equation suggests
that the critical population size is mildly affected by the size
of the deleterious effect, see Figure 8.

Data availability The author states that all data necessary
for confirming the conclusions presented in the article are
represented fully within the article. Supplemental material
available at Figshare: https://doi.org/10.25386/genetics.
7648805.

Discussion

In this article, I focused on understanding how weakly dele-
terious mutations affect the fixation of new beneficial muta-
tions in an asexual population at mutation-selection balance.
The wild-type population can stay at mutation-selection equi-
librium provided the time scale eNsde

2ud=sd over which the Muller’s
ratchet clicks is large (Jain 2008). Furthermore, when a
beneficial mutation arises in an individual with i, l delete-
rious mutations, the subpopulation carrying the beneficial
mutation is initially not in equilibrium but gets there in a time
of order s21

d (Johnson 1999; Maia et al. 2003), and displaces
the resident population, provided its stationary fitness ex-
ceeds that of the wild type population [see (6)], in a time
of order ln  N=ðsb 2 isd 2Ud þ udÞ. This argument implicitly
assumes that the sweep time of the beneficial mutation is
longer than the equilibration time (Johnson and Barton
2002), and requires that ln  N � l2m (on replacing i by its
typical value m ¼ ud=sd).

When deleterious effects are weak, as both l and m are
large, one may ask if mutation-selection balance is possible
for biologically realistic parameters. In a bacterial population
of size � 109 2 1011 and ud � 43 1024 (Wielgoss et al.
2013), the above conditions for mutation-selection equilib-
rium can be met for weakly deleterious effects of size
sd � 1024 provided the beneficial effect sb≲1023. The above
example suggests that, for biologically realistic population
sizes and mutation rates, the theory presented here is appli-
cable provided the beneficial fitness effect is larger than the
deleterious one by an order of magnitude or so. Indeed, the
results from stochastic simulations (shown in Figures S1 and
S2) are in good agreement with the theory based on equilib-
rium assumption when 0:05, sd=sb , 0:2.

Rate of adaptation in asexuals

Both deleterious (Charlesworth 2012) and beneficial (Park
et al. 2010; Sniegowski and Gerrish 2010) mutations are
known to interfere with the evolutionary process in asexual
populations. When only deleterious mutations interfere, it is
instructive to compare the extreme cases in which selection
against deleterious mutations is very strong or very weak. In
the former case, a beneficial mutation with effect sb fixes with

probability (20) that decreases with increasing mutation rate
ud from the classical result 2sb, and approaches zero asymp-
totically. But, in the latter case, while the corresponding fix-
ation probability also decreases with ud, the catastrophic
reduction to zero occurs at a finitemutation rate that is equal
to sb (see Figure 2). This transition in the fixation probability
may be understood by the following back-of-the-envelope
calculation: since the relative fitness of a beneficial mutant
with i deleterious mutations, each of deleterious effect sd, is
ð1þ sbÞð12sdÞieud , the mutant fixes with the probability
2ðsb 2 isd þ udÞ (Haldane 1927). But the average number of
deleterious mutations in the population is m ¼ ud=sd while
the mutant can tolerate at most l ¼ sb=sd deleterious muta-
tions to avoid extinction. Thus, whenm, l, the fixation prob-
ability is 2sb (on replacing i by its average m) and zero
otherwise as has been shown in previous work (Johnson
and Barton 2002; Pénisson et al. 2017). Although this simple
argument captures the qualitative behavior of the fixation
probability, a more refined calculation that agrees quantita-
tively with numerical (Figure 1, Figure 2, and Figure 3) and
simulation (Figures S1 and S2) results yields the expression
(9) for the fixation probability.

The above transition plays a key role in understanding the
adaptation dynamics when both deleterious and beneficial
mutations interfere with the fixation of a beneficial mutation.
As summarized in Figure 6, when the scaled mutation rate
ud=�sb , 1 (with �sb being the mean beneficial effect), interfer-
ence by deleterious mutations can be ignored and one arrives
at familiar results for the adaptation rate (Orr 2000; Wilke
2004; Sniegowski and Gerrish 2010), viz., it increases line-
arly with population size for small populations and logarith-
mically for larger ones [see (19a) and (19c)]. However, when
the scaled mutation rate is above one, linked deleterious
mutations begin to interfere. Then for large mutation rates,
the substitution rate becomes essentially independent of the
population size, unlike in the case where interference by del-
eterious mutations is neglected [cf. Figure 5 with Figure 3 of
Wilke (2004)]. Because of the transition in the fixation prob-
ability discussed above, at high mutation rates, only large
beneficial effects stand a chance to spread, but such effects
are rare and therefore competing beneficial mutations become
unavailable and clonal interference disappears (Pénisson et al.
2017).

Evolution of mutation rates in large asexual populations

Althoughmutationsdrive theevolutionaryprocessbycreating
novel genetic variation in a population, high mutation rates
are generally not favored as mutators produce, on average,
more deleterious mutations. Thus, in a well adapted popula-
tion where beneficial mutations are not available, antimuta-
tors that lower the mutation rate are likely to be favored, and
the mutation rate will keep decreasing until the indirect
selective advantage conferreddue to reduceddeleterious load
becomes comparable to the strength of the genetic drift, 1=N
(Lynch 2010; Lynch et al. 2016). Thus, in an adapted popu-
lation, mutation rate and population size are negatively
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correlated, and the quantitative relationship between them
has been worked out for both strongly and weakly deleteri-
ous mutations (James and Jain 2016; Jain and James 2017).

On the other hand, in an adapting population, besides
deleterious mutations, a mutator produces more beneficial
mutations, and, in an asexual population, it may hitchhike
to fixation with them thus increasing the mutation rate
(Sniegowski et al. 1997; Taddei et al. 1997). The (indirect)
advantage offered by a mutator due to increased beneficial
production rate, however, decreases with increasing mutator
strength, and, therefore, a strong mutator may overcome the
loss due to random genetic drift in sufficiently large popula-
tions (Raynes et al. 2018). Thus in an adapting population,
mutation rate and population size are positively correlated.

From the analysis here based on this argument, I arrive at
the followingmain conclusions: First, Ifind that the size of the
deleterious effect does not significantly affect the critical
population sizeneeded for thefixationofmutators in adapting
populations. In contrast, in the absence of beneficial muta-
tions, the size of deleterious effect changes the quantitative
relationship between population size and mutation rate [see
(14) of James and Jain (2016)]. Second, for both strongly
and weakly deleterious effects, clonal interference increases
the critical population size above which mutators are favored
quite substantially (see Figure 8). This inflation in critical
population size occurs because, as mentioned above, larger
populations are needed for the fixation of stronger mutators.
But beneficial mutations compete in large populations thus
decreasing the fixation probability of a beneficial mutation-
carrying mutator, and therefore even larger populations are
required for the mutator to escape stochastic loss.

A similar effect is also seen for the optimalmutation rate at
which the rateof adaptation ismaximumwhen thepopulation
enters the clonal interference regime. As the inset of Figure 8
shows, the optimum mutation rate increases mildly with N;
this is in contrast to the case when deleterious mutations are
lethal where the optimum mutation rate remains indepen-
dent of population size (Orr 2000). I also note that when
interference by deleterious mutations can be ignored, the
population size above which clonal interference comes into
play decreases with increasing mutation rate, but it increases
with mutation rate when deleterious mutations interfere, see
Figure 6.

Limitations and open questions

In this article, I considered an asexual population atmutation-
selection balance. But the equilibrium assumption does
not hold, for example, following a selective sweep or when
Muller’s ratchet clicks rapidly (Johnson and Barton 2002;
Bachtrog and Gordo 2004; Campos 2004); a detailed analysis
of adaptation rate in such nonequilibrium populations is be-
yond the scope of this article and will be addressed in a future
work. I worked in the parameter regime where the produc-
tion rate of beneficial mutations is small ðNub , 1Þ; thereby
neglecting the possibility of multiple-mutations in the same
individual (Desai and Fisher 2007; Park and Krug 2007).

Extending the present work to include the combined effect
of clonal interference and such multiple-mutations (Good
et al. 2012), besides the interference by weakly deleterious
effects, would be interesting.

Here, I focused on the spread of beneficial mutations in a
fully linked genome, and an important direction for the future
will be to explore the effect of recombination on the results
obtained in this work (Weissman and Barton 2012). A bene-
ficial mutation cannot fix beyond a critical mutation rate in an
asexual population (Johnson and Barton 2002; Pénisson
et al. 2017). But, as the linked alleles dissociate over time
in a recombining population, it would be interesting to find
how the fixation probability increases, particularly in the
vicinity of the critical mutation rate, with increasing recom-
bination rate. More generally, for sufficiently high recombi-
nation rate, interference from linked mutations are expected
to disappear or get considerably weakened. But to what ex-
tent small recombination rates decrease the hindering effects
of linked beneficial and deleterious mutations remains a
question for the future.
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Appendix

Appendix A Quadratic Approximation for Fixation Probability

Let piðtÞ denote the probability that a beneficial mutant arising at time t in a wild type individual with i deleterious mutations
eventually gets fixed. If the mutant gives rise to n offspring in the next generation with probability ciðnÞ; and j deleterious
mutations occur in an offspring with probability Mi/iþj, the extinction probability 12 piðtÞ ¼

PN
n¼0ciðnÞqiðn; tÞ where

qiðn; tÞ ¼
hPN

j¼0Mi/iþj   ð12piþjðt þ 1ÞÞ
in

is the probability that all n lineages go extinct (Johnson and Barton 2002). Here,

the mutation probability Mi/iþj ¼ e2UdUj
d=j!, and the offspring number is also Poisson-distributed with mean vi equal to the

fitness of the mutant relative to the average fitness of the resident population, so that vi ¼ ð1þ sbÞð12sdÞi=e2ud . For a slowly
clicking ratchet, as the resident population remains at mutation-selection balance, the beneficial mutation arises and fixes in a
stationary background, and, therefore, the fixation probability is independent of time. Putting these pieces together results in
the recursion relation (1) for the fixation probability. Furthermore, in order to have a nonzero fixation probability pi , the fitness
of the displacing population with at least i deleterious mutations must exceed that of the resident population, i.e.,
ð1þ sbÞð12sdÞie2Ud . e2ud which means that i# l, where l is given by (2).
For Ud � 1, it is a good approximation to assume that an offspring suffers at most one deleterious mutation, so that one may
write Mi/iþj � ð12UdÞdj;0 þ Uddj;1. For the same reason, one may also ignore the contribution from those lineages in which
more than one offspring undergoes mutation, and write

qiðnÞ � ½ð12UdÞð12piÞ�n þ nUd
	
12 piþ1


½ð12UdÞð12piÞ�n21 (A.1)

� 12npi þ nðn2 1Þ
2

p2i þ nUd
	
pi 2 piþ1



; (A.2)

where I have used that the fixation probability pi is small because the relative fitness of themutantvi � 1þ sb 2 isd þ ud is close
to one when sb; sd; ud � 1. Using these approximations in (1) and (2) leads to (5) and (6), respectively, in the main text.

Appendix B Fixation Probability for Ud=sb/0

When l � 1 but m � l, the ratios ud=sb;Ud=sb/0. I therefore expand pi in a power series in the small parameter ud=sb and
write pi � pð0Þi þ ðud=sbÞpð1Þi . Substituting this in (7), and keeping terms to linear order in ud=sb, one obtains

pi � 2ðsb 2 isdÞ þ 2ud2
2sdUd

sb2 isd
;   i, sb=sd (B.1)

� 2ðsb2 isdÞ þ 2ud2
2sdUd

sb
; (B.2)

where the last expression follows on using that for Ud � sb, the mean of the frequency distribution fi is smaller than l, and,
therefore, fitness classes that contribute to the sum (3) for total fixation probability are smaller than l ði � lÞ. If now m � 1,
one may write the total fixation probability as P � f0p0 þ f1p1 with f1 ¼ m; f0 ¼ 12 f1; and arrive at

P
2sb

� 12
Ud

sb

sd
sb
;   Ud � sb :  (B.3)

Form � 1, one can approximate the frequency distribution fi by a Gaussian distribution withmean and variancem. On carrying
out the integral P ¼ R l0 di  fi pi, I again obtain (B.3).

Appendix C Fixation Probability for Finite Ud=sb

To find the fixation probability of a beneficial mutant for l � 1 and finite m=l, I essentially follow the treatment in Jain and
James (2017). I first note that when the backgroundmutation i � l, the second term on the left-hand side (LHS) of (7) may be
ignored. Then the solution pi;. that obeys p2i;. ¼ 2Udpiþ1;. is simply given by

pi;. ¼ 2Ud

�
sd
Ud

�2iþ12l

;   (C.1)
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where I have used pl21 ¼ 2sd. I now write pi ¼ pi;, þ pi;. in (7) to obtain

pi
h
pi;, 2 2sdðl2 iÞ

i
¼ 2Udpiþ1;, 2 pi;. pi;, (C.2)

� 2Ud

�
piþ1;, 2 pi;,

�
; (C.3)

where the last expression follows on using that pi;.  /
i�l

 2Ud. If one now sets the LHS of (C.3) to zero, one gets
pi;, � 2sdðl2 iÞ which is a good approximation for small sdUd or large m, as can be seen by using the approximate solution
pi;, on the RHS of (C.3). Adding the above expressions for pi;, and pi;. yields (8).
To find the total fixation probability, as before, I approximate fi by a Gaussian distribution with mean and variance equal to m.
The integral over pi;, is exactly doable, and gives the first two terms on the RHS of (9). To handle the term containing pi;. , I
approximate it by 2UdQði2 i3 Þ; where QðxÞ is the Heaviside theta function and pi3;. ¼ Ud; which yields

i3 ¼ l2
1

ln  2
ln 

 
lnðUd=sdÞ
ln

ffiffiffi
2

p
!
;   (C.4)

and the integral over the Gaussian distribution leads to the last term on the RHS of (9).

Appendix D Bounds on Fixation Probability

Since the probability 0, piþ1 , 1, the first term on the RHS of (7) lies between zero and Ud. This implies that

2sdðl2 iÞ, pi ,2ðsb þ ud 2 isdÞ : (D.1)

These bounds have a simplemeaning: the lower bound is obtained on assuming that the beneficial mutant canmutate but does
not fix on any background other than the one it arose on ðpiþ1 ¼ 0Þ, while on setting the deleteriousmutation rate of themutant
to zero ðUd ¼ 0Þ, the upper bound given by twice the relative fitness of the mutant with respect to the average fitness of the
resident population (Haldane 1927) is obtained. These bounds can also be seen from the full recursion relation (1) as follows:
if one neglects piþj ¼ 0 ;   j. 0 and allows only the unmutated fraction e2Ud of the offspring population to contribute to fixation,
the lower bound is obtained (Peck 1994; Johnson and Barton 2002). The upper bound is, perhaps, a bit subtle to see when
Ud ¼ ud; here, one is assuming that the offspring of the beneficial mutant do not suffer a deleterious mutation with probability
equal to one, which is implemented by setting the mutation rate to be zero under the summation over the genetic backgrounds
in (1), but not in the fitness of the wild-type population.
Although exact expressions for the bounds on total fixation probability can be found by carrying out the sum in (3), they are not
particularly illuminating. However, for large m, the Poisson distribution fi can be approximated by a Gaussian with mean and
variance m, and the sum in (3) by an integral. On performing the integrals, one finds that for l;m � 1, the bounds on the
fixation probability are given byffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2udsd
p

r h
r
ffiffiffiffi
p

p ð1þ erfðrÞÞ þ e2r2
i
, P, sb½1þ erfðrÞ� þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2udsd
p

r
e2r2 ;   (D.2)

where r ¼ ðsb 2UdÞ=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2udsd

p
and erfðrÞ ¼ ð2= ffiffiffiffi

p
p Þ R r0 dx   e2x2 is the error function, which has the property that

erfðr/6NÞ/61.
Then, it is easy to see that, in the limit sd/0, there is a transition in the behavior of the above bounds at Ud ¼ sb. Specifically,
the lower bound on the total fixation probability decreases linearly with Ud as 2ðsb 2UdÞ forUd , sb; and is zero forUd $ sb. The
upper bound, on the other hand, equals 2sb for all Ud # sb but vanishes for Ud . sb.
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